Impulse Compensated, Balanced Driver
Configuration in MFB (sub)woofer
Introduction
The use of current drive control in MFB speakers is better because both the distortion by eddy
currents at frequencies above the resonance frequency FBox is reduced and secondly because the
damping of the resonance frequency is then not realized by the non-linear voice coil but by the MFB
feedback system.
Especially at low frequencies, drivers cause a lot of vibrations to the cabinet and for that reason it is
better (but more expensive) to assemble two drivers opposite of each other in a cabinet so that the
reaction forces of both speakers on their frame cancel each other out. As long as the cones of both
move in opposite direction, the overall system is balanced and the forces of both drivers will cancel.
Hence the terms “Impulse Compensated” or “balanced” have the same meaning.
Problem with two drivers is the question how best to connect them and that's what this paper is
about.

Figure 1:Example of two-driver impulse compensated subwoofer. The blue line is a separating platel that gives both drivers
a separate compartment (configuration a). Without the plate it becomes configuration b:where the drivers are
dynamically coupled in the

Two-driver electric connection
The MFB controller controls the acceleration of the conus by the current-drive amplifier and the
power constant (BL value).
The corresponding voltage on the voice coil is determined by the current and dynamic impedance of
the driver incl. the influence of eddy currents and the motion-EMF of the voice coil actuator with
effects of mechanical resonances. The controller reduces all unwanted effects so that the
acceleration is almost identical to the set point of the music signal.
With a second driver that is completely identical to the first in terms of all the properties and
environmental conditions it doesn't matter if it is driven with the same current or the same voltage,
after all, power and voltage are 1:1 interrelated.
Unfortunately, drivers are never fully the same and it is interesting to address the situation for five
electronic configurations with two mechanical driver configurations that both consist of two drivers
that are Impulse compensated as indicated schematically in Figure1:
a. Second driver in separate compartment (partition between two compartments
b. Second driver together with first in a closet without a partition wall.
For these two mechanical configurations the following five electrical configurations are relevant
(there are more that differ in detail but overall these are the most important (Figure 2):

Figure 2:5 possible connections with two drivers in balanced (sub)woofer setup. The power stage is included in the current
feedback controller of the first 5 examples, while it is separately shown for clarity in example 5’.

1. Both with own MFB sensor, current-drive amplifier and controller.
2. Both with own MFB sensor and one current-drive amplifier that drives both drivers in series
(alternative two current-drive amplifiers that both get the same input signal), where the
signals of the sensors are averaged and fed to a controller that the power amplifier(s) steers.
3. One driver with a sensor (master) and one without a sensor (slave), one controller and one
or two power amplifiers such as under 2.
4. One master and one slave driver, a controller that only controls the current-drive amplifier
of the master driver and where the slave driver is connected parallel to the master.
5. One master and one slave driver, a controller that only controls the current-drive amplifier
of the master and where the second driver is also connected in parallel but the Cold terminal
of the slave driver is connected to GND so that the current through the slave driver is not
measured. As equivalent alternative the power amplifiers within the current feedback loop
can be doubled as shown for option 5’: in Figure 2. A second power amplifier might be
required when the parallel impedance of two drivers is too low for the amplifier.
1a: This is in fact the only way to not suffer from differences in properties. It is also the most
expensive solution.
1b: In most cases it will work pretty well but now there are two mechanically linked control systems
which creates a stability risk due to the similar closed loop feedback characteristics and there is no
benefit compared to 1a.
2a: The controller will only partly (half) compensate for deviations between one driver and the
other. In the worst-case scenario, the resonance frequency FBox of both is different and the two
resonances will be only half suppressed (e.g. from Q=30 to Q=15). In practice, the differences will
never really be large but option 2b is better:
2b: The drivers are now mechanically linked and as a result they have two resonance frequencies
together. The first is a low frequency where they do not move opposite to each other in the same
direction like a driver without an enclosure. That creates a dipole with only little sound pressure by
cancellation and furthermore this resonance is hardly excited, because the currents of both drivers
are the same (and therefore their forces are also approximately the same).
The second resonance is the average of the two FBox resonances which the drivers would have at
option 2a. The MFB controller will control it neatly. By averaging the two sensors, the reduction of
further deviations is still limited, but in practice those differences are very small (under 1 kHz <1dB
or so), as I have noticed from experience with large numbers of the SEAS and Dayton subwoofers.
In fact, one can already conclude that the configuration a: only makes sense for an impulse
compensated system when you apply a separate sensor and controller/amplifier per driver. It is
also the most expensive solution and all the following options aim to be good enough for less
money. Hence only option b. is further addressed for the other electrical configurations with a
master and slave driver.
3b: The difference with 2b is that the sensor does not average but only the motion of the master
driver is measured. Deviations between the two drivers are not compensated. Here too is the
experience that the dynamic differences are small in practice. However, if one taps against the cone
of the slave driver, it will resonate stronger than the master driver. After all, the master driver is kept
quiet by the controller and acts as a rigid cabinet wall so that the slave driver will behave for external
forces like a single driver without amplifier that is enclosed by the air of the entire cabinet. As a
result, it shows a resonance frequency for external forces that is √2 times lower than the Fbox that
they have together (half stiffness by twice as large air volume). The effect is that that driver will work
as a Helmholz resonator for sound from another source (e.g. the other channel). This is not a

preferred way of operation as it introduces a low frequency resonance that spoils the outstanding
dynamic performance of the MFB system.
4b: Parallel connection of two drivers to one power source guarantees the same voltage for both
drivers. The current can however be different when the drivers or their conditions are different. The
connection makes the first driver an ohmic load for the second and vice versa. The benefit is that it
reduces the risk of the resonator of the series connection from option 3b, though the Q will be
higher than the grounded parallel option of 5b.
It is not a problem when both drivers are completely identical so that they have an identical motionEMF and therefore there will be no current flowing due to the movement. However, in practice
there is a difference in motion amplitude of the drivers, because the master driver is slightly heavier
than the slave due to the sensor mass. This causes a difference between both motion EMK
amplitudes that no longer cancel each other out in counterphase. The resulting current flowing
through the connected voice coils will slightly reduce the Q of the resonance by loss of energy. On
the other hand the combined impedance is a factor two lower than of one driver alone and this can
even increase the Q level (decrease the damping), due to the fact that the output impedance of a
current-drive amplifier can never be infinite. One might ask if a slight change in Q is a problem? Well,
not really because the controller regulates Q anyway and it depends entirely on the mass and
impedance ratios how much the Q is different. The measurements will show that an increase in Q is
to be expected.
5b: Connecting the slave driver parallel to the master but grounding it directly instead of via the
current sense resistor is optimal against the resonator behaviour of the slave driver in the series
connection of 3b:, because it behaves as one driver with one regular voltage amplifier, which lowers
the Q by damping. However, differences in mass by the application of a sensor will cause a reduction
of the Q due to the lower resistance to GND. In the two examples at the end of this paper this
influence is clearly shown.
Regarding the effect on distortion for both 4b and 5b the reduction by current control is equally
effective for master and slave driver, because the slave driver receives the same voltage as the first
driver while acoustic coupling plays no role at higher frequencies. The current is then also nearly
identical and includes the compensation of the eddy current related distortion. This is also shown
with the measurements.
As a conclusion there are three options left: 1a, 4b and 5b. 1a is uncompromising but in my
experience unnecessary costly. My only experience with something similar was with an impulsecompensated driver with separate controls for difference and sum (so it could switch between
dipole and monopole which turned out to be little meaningful). The distortion was low but when I
converted it into a 5b configuration for the subwoofers as demonstrated on the AES meeting in
Eindhoven, I didn't really observe any difference in distortion. That's why Configuration 5b became
the standard for all my impulse compensated subwoofer designs with two amplifiers. 4b is a suitable
alternative as it avoids a third wire at the expense of lower damping of the resonance by external
sound sources of the second driver, although probably this difference might be unnoticeable.
Rob Munnig Schmidt updated 05-03-2020

Appendix: Simulations and measurements
LTSpice simulation dual 10”SEAS L26RO4Y subwoofers
An LTSpice model, which is downloadable at https://rmsacoustics.nl/audiodesign.html is made to
simulate the different settings of two drivers in one enclosure in respect to the behaviour around
the resonance frequency FBox. It is based on the mechanical lumped-element model of Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the diagram with settings for two SEAS L26RO4Y mounted in an enclosure of 30
litres, hence 15 litre per driver. The following circuit parts can be distinguished:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Around U1: current feedback controller with integrating loop-gain (C3)
Around U2 and R2: Current sensing for current feedback.
R1-L1 / R6-L5 the equivalent series resistance and inductance of driver
R10/R5 damping by suspension of driver to frame (=GND)
C7/C4 equivalent mass of cone + voice coil +sensor (relative to stationary world =GND)
L10/L3 equivalent compliance of suspension to frame (=GND)
L12/L2 equivalent compliance of the air in the enclosure coupling both cones.
Around G6/G1 conversion to sound pressure/cone acceleration
E3/E1: E3 is the current controlled amplifier and E1 follows the same voltage but inverted.
This because both cones move opposite from each other.

Refinement is possible by replacing L1/L3 by a series of inductors and resistors to create a semiinduction but that is only necessary for higher frequencies.
With this model in three situations the output of the current controlled driver is modelled.
Note that these are open loop simulations so without MFB feedback. Any change in the modelled
response is 1:1 transferred to the MFB feedback loop response.
1. Equal moving mass (150 gr) so ideal. Shows same result in series or grounded.
2. Different moving mass due to sensor mass (+35 gr) with drivers in series (the same current)
3. Different moving mass with second driver grounded as shown in Figure 4

Figure 3:mechanical lumped-element dynamic model without dampers of two drivers in one enclosure. m1 and m2 are the
moving masses of the cones plus moving coils, ks is the stiffness of the cone suspension and kair is the stiffness of the
enclosed air. Both cones move opposite to each other, thereby generating pressure inside and outside the enclosure.

Figure 4: LTSpice model for two drivers in one enclosure. The values are from two SEAS L26RO4Y subwoofers with 150 gr
moving mass for the driver without sensor and 185 gr moving mass for the driver with sensor. For series drive both grounds
at R5/R10 are omitted and the open nodes are interconnected.

Figure 5: Two SEAS L26RO4Y with current drive and equal moving mass: Q=9 (~115.5-96.5=19dB)

Figure 6: Two SEAS L26RO4Y with current drive and different moving mass series connected, lower FBox with approximately
same relative peak level at a slighly lower output as with equal moving mass : Q=9 (~115-96=19dB)

Figure 7: Two SEAS L26RO4Y with different moving mass and current drive on master and voltage-drive on slave driver. The
effect on the relative peak level is clear: Q6,3(~111-95=16dB).

These simulations are logical and confirm the theory. As soon as the mass of the controlled driver
increases, its output at higher frequencies is reduced (same current=force but lower acceleration
due to mass increase). When connected in series no energy is lost so same Q level as with the ideal
situation.
Unfortunately I saw no working possibility to model the drivers in parallel and still keep the
counterphase behaviour so this can only be shown on the measurements.

LTSpice simulation dual 5” SEAS L16RNX woofers
The same model is used for two small SEAS woofers, the L16RNX which together can produce low
frequencies to an acceptable level, even in a small 6 litre enclosure.
Due to the fact that a test system is available with all wire connections available at the outside of the
enclosure measurements could be made to check the model.
First the same three situations as with the subwoofer are modelled:
1. Equal moving mass (14.7 gr) so ideal. Shows same result in series or grounded.
2. Different moving mass due to sensor mass (+6 gr) with drivers in series (the same current)
3. Different moving mass with second driver grounded as shown in Figure 8

Figure 8:LT spice model for two drivers in one enclosure. The values are from two 5”SEAS L16RNX woofers with 14.7 gr
moving mass for the driver without sensor and 20.7 gr moving mass for the driver with sensor. For series drive both grounds
at R5/R10 are omitted and the open nodes are interconnected.

Figure 9: Two SEAS L16RNX with current-drive and equal moving mass: Q=4.5 (~109-96=13dB)

Figure 10: Two SEAS L16RNX with different moving mass, series connected current drive, lower FBox with approximately
same relative peak level at a slightly lower output as with equal moving mass : Q=5 (~108-94.5=14dB)

Figure 11: Two SEAS L16RNX with different moving mass with current-drive master and voltage drive slave driver. The effect
on the relative peak level is clear: Q3.2(~103-93=10dB).

Measurements
Measurements were done on two SEAS L16RNX drivers in one enclosure with parameters as
modelled in the second example. Three amplifiers were used.
1. A large laboratory test amplifier (UcD2k/SMPS3k) with LEM current sensor and a high output
impedance of >6kOhm due to the integrator in the current feedback loop. Unfortunately it is
less useful for option 5b and distortion measurements, because the LEM sensor suffers
from approximately 0.1% distortion.
2. For distortion measurements with current-drive an UcD400 current amplifier with 0.1 Ohm
current sense resistor with 80 Ohm output impedance is used.
3. For distortion measurements with voltage drive two UcD180 voltage amplifiers in bridge
configuration are used.
The following measurements were done:
1. The impact of series connection and second driver grounded on the high impedance
amplifier.
2. Frequency responses of master and slave driver for option 4b and 5b with current-drive on
the master and voltage-drive on the slave and master and slave exchanged, showing the
impact on Q.
3. Distortion measurements with the same settings as measurement 2 showing that the
distortion reduction by current control of the master also reduces distortion of the slave.

Figure 12:Measurement with the high output impedance amplifier of the frequency responses of two L16RNX drivers with
different moving mass indicating 4dB lower Q (~14 to 10dB) when driving the slave driver with voltage instead of current
control in series with the master driver. It corresponds to the modelling of Figure 10 and Figure 11.

Figure 13: Measurement with the small amplifiers of the frequency responses of two L16RNX drivers showing the impact on
Q of the different connection schemes. The blue graph of the current drive master and voltage drive slave corresponds to
the “2nd grounded” graph of Figure 12. Voltage-drive (green) lowers Q and also the higher frequencies as expected
(damping eand influence of self-inductance). Current-drive parallel of option 4b increases Q to the level of current drive in
series as was shown with the “in series” graph of Figure 12. When driving the slave with current the master will have an
even higher Q due to acoustic coupling.

Figure 14: THD measurement of the same setting from Figure 13. Clearly current-drive is beneficial over voltage-drive for
both master and slave. Parallel connection is also OK except for a strange peak at ~400Hz. The main part of the distortion is
uneven harmonics as the following figures will show. The peak at 400 Hz is mainly even harmonics.

When considering that distortion in the mid frequencies is even more annoying that at lower
frequencies one can (again) conclude that current drive is beneficial for distortion. Especially with
MFB that not only reduces harmonic distortion products inside its feedback control bandwidth but
also increases it just outside its control bandwidth this emphasises again the benefit of applying
current drive in MFB systems.

Figure 15:2nd harmonic. Voltage-drive worse between 100 and 400 Hz. Current parallel peaks at 400Hz

Figure 16:3rd harmonic, voltage-drive better between 200 and 400 Hz but worse above 400 Hz. Current parallel peaks at
400Hz.

Figure 17: 4th harmonic, only peaking at 400Hz

Figure 18: 5th harmonic voltage worse

Figure 19: 6th harmonic only peaking at 400Hz.

Figure 20: 7th harmonic, lower and acceptable.

Figure 21: 8th harmonic, negligible.

Figure 22: 9th harmonic, low and acceptable.

